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The purpose of this worksheet is to help you optimize figures for technical presentations. It is
NOT a guide for designing new figures from scratch, but rather how to incorporate existing
figures into your presentation in a way that is optimal from both a strategy and design
perspective.

1. STRATEGIC PLANNING

Tools like PowerPoint make it dangerously easy to copy-paste existing figures onto your slides.
Unfortunately, a good figure from one context (e.g., a journal article) won’t necessarily work well
in a presentation. Ineffective figures can obscure the point you’re trying to make, decrease
readability of your slides, and overwhelm your audience.

So first, strategically consider the context in which you’ll be using these figures by answering
these three questions:

What type of presentation is it?
(e.g., seminar, conference poster,
job talk, lab meeting, etc)

Who is the AUDIENCE and what
do they care about?
(e.g., faculty, peers in your sub-field,
broader scientific community, etc.)

What is your GOAL?
(e.g., get feedback on your research
findings, persuade people to support
your proposal, etc.)



2. PURPOSE

Next, for each figure you want to include in your presentation, determine one specific purpose
it will serve. Remember that this might differ from the purpose of the same figure in another
context. The more specific you can be here, the better.

Examples:
“The purpose of this diagram is to explain the key elements of my experimental setup.”
“The purpose of this graph is to demonstrate that our approach improved efficiency.”
“The purpose of this set of images is to show that the model successfully reproduces real-world
phenomena.”

Example of what NOT to do: “The purpose of this graph is to show my results.”
Solution: Get more specific (see good examples above)

What purpose does this figure serve in your presentation?

3. KEY TAKEAWAY

Now, based on that purpose, define in a single sentence the one key takeaway you want the
audience to get from the figure. If you’re struggling to boil down the key takeaway this much,
you’re probably not being specific enough about your purpose.

Examples:
“The key elements of my experimental setup are a laser, a camera, and a clamp to hold the
samples.”
“The percent efficiency with our methodology was significantly greater than control across all
tested frequencies.”
“The model simulations display the same key features as the real-world observations.”

What is the key takeaway of this figure (one sentence only)?



4. ADAPTING FOR SLIDES

Finally, optimize the design of your figure by considering the techniques below. Let the strategy,
purpose, and key takeaway you defined above guide you in this process. And most importantly,
only show what you’ll actually talk about during your presentation (remember, you can
always use supplementary slides for other details that might come up in questions).

Which technique(s) can you use to optimize the figure for your presentation?
Crop out / mask info you won’t discuss (e.g., other figure panels, labels)
Remove figure captions and other bulky text
Replace jargon with audience-accessible language
Reduce visual complexity (e.g., simple shapes, conceptual representations)
Increase readability (e.g., larger text, darker lines, etc.)
Add emphases / annotations (e.g., arrows, highlights, etc.)
Organize visuals in a way that reinforces the structure of information
Check for leftover visual elements (e.g., figure panel letters)
Utilize builds / animations to guide attention
Other: ___________________________________________________

Examples:

A complex schematic of the experimental setup could be replaced with a few simple shapes
showing only the key elements relevant to this presentation/audience.

A large multi-panel figure could be cropped to only show the efficiency graph, and the small axis
labels could be replaced with easier-to-read text boxes.

An extensive set of images comparing model simulations and real-world observations could be
curated to focus on just a few representative examples, and the slide could be organized as a
clear side-by-side comparison with large labels “MODEL” and “REAL-WORLD” above the
images.
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